Abstract. Let A be a compact set in the right-half plane and Γ(A) the set in R 3 obtained by rotating A about the vertical axis. We investigate the support of the limit distribution of minimal energy point charges on Γ(A) that interact according to the Riesz potential 1/r s , 0 < s < 1, where r is the Euclidean distance between points. Potential theory yields that this limit distribution coincides with the equilibrium measure on Γ(A) which is supported on the outer boundary of Γ(A). We show that there are sets of revolution Γ(A) such that the support of the equilibrium measure on Γ(A) is not the complete outer boundary, in contrast to the Coulomb case s = 1. However, the support of the limit distribution on the set of revolution Γ(R + A) as R goes to infinity, is the full outer boundary for certain sets A, in contrast to the logarithmic case (s = 0).
Introduction
The discrete energy problem for Riesz kernels k s (x):=|x| −s , s > 0, on compact sets K in R 3 is concerned with finding N -point systems in K in the most-stable equilibrium; that is, that minimize the s-energy The existence of such configurations follows from both the lower semicontinuity of the Riesz kernel k s , s > 0, and the compactness of K. Even in the case that K is the unit sphere in R 3 , explicit examples of such point sets are known only for a few values of N . For approximate physical models of configurations of minimal energy points for large N on the sphere as well as toroidal surfaces, see [5, 6] .
The N -point system X N defines a discrete measure µ(X N ):=(1/N ) x∈XN δ x , by placing the charge 1/N at every point x ∈ X N . In this paper we investigate the support of the limit distribution (limit in the weak-star sense as N → ∞) of a 2000 Mathematics Subject Classification. Primary 11K41, 70F10, 28A78; Secondary 78A30, 52A40.
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sequence of measures µ(X * N ), N ≥ 2, induced by minimal energy point configurations X * N on sets of revolution Γ(A) in R 3 obtained by revolving a compact set A in the right-half plane about the vertical axis.
If 0 < s < dim Γ(A) (the Hausdorff dimension of Γ(A)), classical potential theory for the Riesz kernel k s (cf. [12] ) can be used to study this problem. In this case, the limit distribution (as N → ∞) of optimal N -point configurations is given by the equilibrium measure µ s,Γ(A) that uniquely minimizes the continuous energy
over the class M(Γ(A)) of (Radon) probability measures µ supported on Γ(A).
(For example, when Γ(A) is the unit sphere S 2 in R 3 the equilibrium measure is the normalized surface area measure on S 2 .) The probability measure µ s,Γ(A) is characterized by the following variational principle [12 
We remark that Fabrikant et al. [9] provide a method for finding the density ρ of a signed charge distribution for a prescribed k s -potential distribution on certain surfaces of revolution in R 3 . However, their methods do not apply, for example, to the torus and, more importantly, the distribution they obtain need not be nonnegative. For the analysis of charge distributions in the Coulomb case (s = 1) on circular or ellipsoidal "slender toroidal surfaces", see Cade [7] and Shail [15] .
Several important properties of the Riesz equilibrium measure µ s,K for a compact set K of positive s-capacity are summarized in the previously cited book of Landkof. Adopting the same notation, we let G ∞ denote the unbounded connected component of the complement of K. The boundary S of G ∞ is called the outer boundary of K. Furthermore, letǨ be "the set of all points of K each neighborhood of which intersects K in a set of positive s-capacity" ([12, Ch. II, no. 13]). In the case 1 ≤ s < dim K, the First Maximum Principle yields that supp µ s,K ⊃Š. In particular, if s = 1, then supp µ s,K =Š. For s ≤ 1, it follows from the superharmonicity of the kernel k s that the equilibrium measure is concentrated on the outer boundary S of K. In [11] Hardin, Saff, and Stahl proved a stronger result for the logarithmic case (limit as s → 0 + ): For any compact set A in the interior of the right half-plane H + , the limit distribution of minimal energy point charges on Γ(A) that interact through a logarithmic potential log(1/|x − y|) is supported on its "outer-most" portion only. The "outer-most" part of a torus, for example, is the set of revolution generated by rotating the right semi-circle about the vertical axis. Numerical experiments (cf. [17] and Section 6) suggest that the support of the s-equilibrium measure on a torus is, for sufficiently small positive s, likewise a proper subset of the torus.
In this paper we provide sufficient conditions under which the support of the equilibrium measure µ s,Γ(A) is a proper subset of the outer boundary of Γ(A). More specifically we show the following.
• Using rotational symmetry, we demonstrate how to reduce the problem of finding the support of the equilibrium measure µ s,Γ(A) on Γ(A) for the (singular) kernel k s (x) = 1/|x| s to the problem of finding the support of the equilibrium measure λ s,A on A for a related kernel K s which is continuous when 0 < s < 1 and is singular when s ≥ 1. Lemma 2.2 summarizes properties of the kernel K s . We further discuss the asymptotics of optimal K s -energy point configurations on A in both the continuous and singular cases.
• We show that there are infinite compact sets A for which the support of the equilibrium measure on Γ(A) is all of Γ(A) for every 0 < s < 1. For example, this holds for compact subsets A of a horizontal or a vertical linesegment (see Corollary 3.4).
• We construct sets of revolution Γ(A) such that the support of the equilibrium measure on Γ(A) is a proper subset of the outer boundary of Γ(A), in contrast to the Coulomb case s = 1. We demonstrate this for 0 < s < 1/3. (This follows from Theorem 3.7.) An example is the outer boundary of the "washer" Γ(A), where A is the rectangle with lower left corner 1/2 − i/2 and upper right corner 1 + i/2 (cf. Example 3.5). We conjecture that there exists for every 0 < s < 1 a compact set A for which supp µ s,Γ(A) is a proper subset of the outer boundary of Γ(A).
• We show that for certain sets A the support of the limit distribution on sets of revolution Γ(R + A), for the translate R + A = {R + z | z ∈ A}, tends to the full outer boundary of Γ(R + A) as R → ∞. For example, this property holds if the outer boundary of A is a compact subset of a circle with radius r centered at a > r and 0 < s < 1 (cf. Lemma 5.3).
• We also show that the support of the equilibrium measure for the logarithmic case (s = 0) can differ significantly from the case s > 0. For example, let A be a horizontal line-segment in H + . Then we show that supp µ s,Γ(A) = Γ(A) for all 0 < s < 1, while it is known that supp µ 0,Γ(A) is the circle generated by the "right-most" point of A. (For further discussion, see end of this section.)
Outline of the paper. In Section 2 we reduce the equilibrium problem to a minimal energy problem in the plane with respect to a new kernel K s for which we find an explicit expression.
Section 3 is devoted to the study of supp λ s,A for the kernel K s . A convexity argument (Theorem 3.1) yields that compact subsets A of horizontal or vertical line-segments are examples with supp λ s,A = A for every 0 < s < 1 (Corollary 3.4). In contrast, we prove the existence of compact sets A for which supp λ s,A is not all of the outer boundary of A by using the variational inequalities for K s . The essential result here is the 3-point Theorem (Theorem 3.7) which provides a sufficient condition for a point on the outer boundary to not belong to the support of the equilibrium measure corresponding to K s .
In Section 4 we study the K s -equilibrium measure on sets obtained by translating a given set A ⊂ H + a distance R units to the right. The asymptotic expansion of K s (R + z, R + w), z, w ∈ A, as R becomes large, is given in Lemma 4.1 and it is sensitive to the order of the limit processes s → 0 + and R → ∞. The relation between the energy problem for K s on A and the energy problem for K s on the translate R + A is discussed.
In Section 5 we study the kernel that arises as R → ∞, namely
We show that any compact subset A of a line-segment [z ′ , z ′′ ] ⊂ H + has the property that supp λ ∞ s,A = A for every 0 < s < 1, where λ ∞ s,A defines the equilibrium measure for this kernel, and we find an explicit expression for the equilibrium measure λ
In case that the outer boundary S of A is a subset of a circle C we get supp λ ∞ s,A = S for every 0 < s < 1; see Lemma 5.3. In particular, if S = C, the equilibrium measure on A for the infinity kernel is simply the normalized arc-length measure on C.
In Section 6 we discuss the discrete Riesz s-energy problem on Γ(A) ⊂ R 3 as well as the discrete K-energy problem on
. We consider the potential theoretical case 0 < s < dim Γ(A) and the hypersingular case s ≥ dim Γ(A). In the hypersingular case the discrete energy problem becomes a weighted energy problem which allows us to use results from [4] . We find the limit distribution of minimal K-energy N -point systems, consider the separation of such optimal point configurations, and give asymptotics for the discrete minimal energy as N → ∞. Also included are numerical experiments showing minimal energy point configurations on Cassinian ovals, line-segments, and circles.
An appendix to the paper provides the computations showing convexity of the kernel K s on the vertical line-segment.
2. Reduction to the plane, the kernel K s First we fix some notation. The axis of revolution is identified with the y-axis in R 3 . Any vertical cutting plane gives a cross-section of the set of revolution and may serve as a reference plane. Selecting a vertical cutting plane we choose one of the two closed halfplanes and call it H + . It may be identified with the complex right half-plane. Then the set of revolution generated by A ⊂ H + :={x+iy | x ≥ 0, y ∈ R} is the set
where R φ is a rotation by angle φ about the axis of revolution. The set Γ(A) is obtained by revolving A around the vertical axis. Thus, a single point x + iy ∈ H + , x > 0, becomes a horizontal circle with center on the vertical axis.
A Borel measureμ ∈ M(R 3 ) is rotationally symmetric about the y-axis if
for all Borel sets B ⊂ R 3 and for all rotations R φ about the y-axis. (Here R φ B denotes the pointwise rotated set {R φ x | x ∈ B}.)
Ifμ ∈ M(R 3 ) is rotationally symmetric about the y-axis, thenμ can be written as a product of two measures, the normalized Lebesgue measure on the half-open interval [0, 2π) and a measure µ on H + , that is
Then the energy of the (compactly supported) measureμ can be expressed as 4) where the kernel K s (z, w) is given by the integral 
In the case 0 < s < 1 the equilibrium measure on Γ(A) is concentrated on the outer boundary of Γ(A) (cf. [12, Ch. II, no. 13]).
. Thus, λ s,A is the equilibrium measure on A for the kernel K s . It is supported on the outer boundary of A.
The K s -energy of a measure was defined in (2.4). The energy V Ks of A is given by
The following relations hold:
Then the potential Uν s is constant on circles Γ({z}), z ∈ H + . Abusing notation, there holds the following connecting formula
(2.9)
From the properties (1.2) and (1.3) of the equilibrium potential U
we infer the variational inequalities for K s for compact sets A in the interior of H + :
In this case we do no longer need an "approximately everywhere" exceptional set, since each point of A generates a circle in R 3 with positive capacity.
2.2.
Properties of the kernel K s . Let z:=x + iy, w:=u + iv, where x, y, u, v ∈ R. Let w * := − w = −u + iv denote the reflection of w in the imaginary axis.
) has the following properties:
, then, for s > 1, the following limit holds:
(6) K s (u + it, u + iv) decreases along vertical lines as |t − v| grows and K s (u + iy, u + t + iy) decreases along horizontal lines as t > 0 grows
where (2.14)
(8) The kernel K s has the following representations in terms of hypergeometric functions [2] or in terms of a Legendre function [1]
(Observe that the Legendre function is evaluated at values > 1 if Re z > 0 or Re w > 0.) For s > 1 one can factor out the singularity at z = w,
(9) As s → 0 + we recover the logarithmic kernel K 0 studied in [11] :
where
and K denotes the complete Elliptic integral of the first kind [1] .
Remark 2.3. For the special case of the sphere the formula (2.16) reduces to the formula (4.14) in Dragnev and Saff [8] .
The level sets of K s (·, w), w ∈ H + fixed, look like Cassinian ovals, cf. 
Proof of Lemma 2.2. Let z, w ∈ H
+ with z = x + iy and w = u + iv. The relation
for the integrand in (2.5), where we define
By (2.21) the kernel K s (z, w) is symmetric in z, w. The substitution φ = ψ + π yields
Applying the half angle formula and substituting ψ = φ/2 we obtain 
The integral in (2.24) is a generalization of Epstein and Hubbells elliptic integral. We refer to [16] for a discussion of these elliptic-type integrals. A change of variables t = sin 2 ψ in (2.23) yields
Recall, that the Gauss hypergeometric series [1, 15.
represents the Gauss hypergeometric function 2 F 1 a, b c ; z for all complex z within the circle of convergence, the unit circle |z| = 1. The analytic continuation in the z-plane cut along the segment [ 
can be used to derive a hypergeometric function representation of the kernel K s (z, w),
Let w * := − w = −u + iv denote the reflection of w in the imaginary axis. Then
and we get the relations 
It satisfies ξ 2 ≤ 1 and equality holds for z = w or z = w * only. Therefore we may use the series expansion of the hypergeometric function to get 
(The first two relations follow from (2.16), the last one from (2.15).) Note, the leading coefficient at the right-most is the energy I s ( 
Thus (2.20) follows from (2.16).
As s → 0 + , the hypergeometric series in (2.28) reduces to 1. Thus it makes sense to consider the quotient (
We are only interested in d K s (z, w)/ d s at s = 0 + . K s (z, w) becomes one at s = 0. The derivative in the right-most term above exists and vanishes. This follows from
and the limit process s → 0 + . By the ratio test, the infinite series on the right-hand side above is absolutely convergent for |ξ| < 1 (that is z = w) and 0 < s < 1. In the case z = w one uses (2.13) instead of (2.28).
3. The support of the equilibrium measure for the kernel K s By Proposition 2.1, the equilibrium measure λ s,A on A for K s is supported on the outer boundary S of A. A convexity argument yields sufficient conditions for supp λ s,A = S. Recall that a function f :
for all a ≤ x < y ≤ b and 0 < τ < 1. Proof. For (a) consider the parametrization γ(
From (x −s−2n ) ′′ > 0, n ≥ 0, and (x 2n ) ′′ > 0, n ≥ 1, we get [K s (γ(x), γ(u))] ′′ > 0 for x = u and for every 0 < s < 1. Termwise differentiation is justified by uniform convergence for |x − u| ≥ δ. By Theorem 3.1, supp λ s,A = γ(I) ∩ A for some
From the series representations above we observe that the kernel K s (γ(x), γ(u)) is a strictly increasing function in x for x < u and it is a strictly decreasing function in x for x > u. Hence, W 
For (b) consider the parametrization γ(y)
A direct calculation (assisted by Mathematica, see Appendix A for more details) In contrast to the horizontal or the vertical line-segment we will show that there are compact sets A in the interior of H + for which, in fact, the support of the equilibrium measure on A for K s is a proper subset of the outer boundary of A.
Example 3.5. Let A be the rectangle with lower left corner 1/2 − i/2 and upper right corner 1 + i/2. Using Theorem 3.7(c) below with x = 1/2 and z ′ = 1 + i/2, it follows that 1/2 / ∈ supp λ s,A for 0 < s < 1/3. Alternatively, if A is the lefthalf circle with radius 1/2 centered at 1, it again follows from Theorem 3.7(c) that 1/2 / ∈ supp λ s,A for 0 < s < 1/3. In contrast, as A is moved to the right R units and R → ∞, we get supp λ 
everywhere on supp λ for some subset B ⊂ A and some probability measure ν ∈ M(B), then z / ∈ supp λ.
Proof. Using (3.2) and the variational inequality (2.10), we get
implies, by the variational inequality (2.11), that z / ∈ supp λ.
Let z = x > 0 and set B = {z ′ , z ′ }, z ′ in the interior of H + , Im[z ′ ] = 0, and place the charge 1/2 at each point in B. Then (3.2) is equivalent to the property 
(b) If z ′ = 1 + iγ, γ > 0, and condition (7)). So
The first inequality holds in H + . The last one holds on
This follows from (3.6) and
by variational inequality (2.11). This shows (a). Set z
, ρ > 0, we may fix one of the variables x, β, or γ. Let β = 1. From (2.15), (3.4), and Lemma 2.2(7) we get
We approximate ∆ s by its series expansion at s = 0. From Lemma 2.2(9) and (3.4)
We show that ∆ s (as a function in s) is strictly concave on (0, 1) if x = γ = 1/2. Using (3.4) and integral representation (2.25) we get
Negativity of (∂/∂s) 2 g(s, t) for all 0 ≤ t < 1 implies that ∆ s is strictly concave.
Negativity of the right-hand side above is equivalent with
For growing s the left-hand side of the last relation is increasing while the right-hand side above is decreasing. Thus
is a sufficient (but not necessary) condition for (∂/∂s) 2 g(s, t) < 0 for all 0 ≤ t < 1. Elementary calculus shows that h 1 (t) > 3 on [0, 3/4) and h 2 (t) ≥ 4 on [3/4, 1). Hence the right side of (3.8) is > 3 > 2 3/2 on [0, 1). Consequently, ∆ s is strictly concave for 0 < s < 1 (cf. Figure 2 ).
Since ∆ s has a zero at s = 0 with lim s→0 + ∆ s /s = (1/2) log( 4. Kernel K s in the limit R → ∞ We want to study the behavior of K s (R + z, R + w) as R becomes large.
Lemma 4.1. Let 0 < s < 2, s = 1, and z, w ∈ H + . Then
where I s (S 1 ; d φ/(2π)) is given in (2.14).
Remark 4.2. In the case 1 < s < 2 the second term in (4.1) becomes the dominant term. In the special case s = 1 the following expansion can be shown:
Proof of Lemma 4.1. Let 0 < s < 2, s = 1. Using [1, 15.3 .6], we get a representation of (2.15),
with convergent series expansions of both hypergeometric functions. The first one is of the form 1 + O(sR −2 ), the second one is of the form 1 + O(R −2 ). Since
We reorder the terms with respect to powers of R and obtain (4.1).
It is convenient to define the following kernels
Then, by (4.1), (4.6) lim
and, from (2.18) and [1, 15.1.20] , it follows
where in both cases the convergence is uniform on compact subsets of 
(z, w):=−Re[z−w * ]−|z−w| is the ∞-kernel for the logarithmic case introduced in [11] . However, reversing the order of limit processes, we get
Now, in the limit s → 0 + , the right-hand side above tends to −|z − w|.
5.
The energy problem for the kernel K (∞) s 5.1. The case 0 < s < 1. The kernel
falls into a class of kernels studied by Björck [3] . From his results we infer that to every compact set A ⊂ H + and every 0 < s < 1 there exists a unique equilibrium measure λ 
is continuous on H + and from results in [3] there follows that W + covers the outer boundary S of A. Set r w = |γ(t) − w|. Assuming γ is twice differentiable at t we have
Then for fixed w, we have that K 
By Theorem 3.1 there exists an interval
(γ(t), γ(T )) decreases as |t − T | grows, there follows that the equilibrium potential is strictly less than
2) follows from the constancy of the integral
and the fact that the K (∞) s -potential for this measure (5.2) is strictly decreasing away from the line-segment. We used the auxiliary result Lemma 5.2.
Lemma 5.2 ([14, Hilfssatz I])
. Let −1 < α < 1, α = 0. Then for −1 ≤ y ≤ 1:
. Proof. W.l.o.g. consider the parametrization γ(φ) = re iφ , 0 ≤ φ ≤ 2π. Then
By direct calculation (assisted by Mathematica)
Since γ is a simple closed continuous curve and γ(φ) = γ(φ + 2π), by Theorem 3.1, supp λ 
is (up to a multiplicative constant) the Riesz-(s − 1)-kernel in the plane R 2 which can be identified with C. If 1 < s < 1 + dim A, then classical potential theory yields that there exists a unique equilibrium measure λ Proof. To simplify notation we use the abbreviations 
We remark that Ω R converges uniformly to 1 on compact subsets of C × C as R → ∞.
Since M(A) is weak-star-compact, there exists a weak-star cluster point λ * of λ R as R → ∞. We will show that J K∞ [λ * ] ≤ J K∞ [λ ∞ ] from which the Lemma will immediately follow. Let R k , k ≥ 1, be a sequence of numbers such that
where the second inequality follows since λ R k minimizes J KR k . Finally, since Ω R converges uniformly to 1 on
Since J K∞ has a unique minimizer, it follows that λ ∞ is the only weak-star cluster point of λ R as R → ∞. 
where the minimum is taken over all N -point configurations X N ⊂ Γ(A) and E s (X N ) is defined as in (1.1). We let X * N = X * N,s denote an N -point configuration in Γ(A) attaining this minimum.
Similarly, for an N -point configuration
and let the N -point K-energy of A be defined as
over all N -point configurations Z N ⊂ A. This minimum is attained at a minimal Kenergy N -point system Z *
We are interested in the weak-star convergence of λ(Z * N ) and in the asymptotic growth of E K (A, N ) as N → ∞.
6.1. The potential theory case. For 0 < s < dim Γ(A), there is a unique equilibrium measure λ K,A minimizing the K-energy
over measures λ ∈ M(A). (See Proposition 2.1 for the case K = K s and Björck [3] for the case
converges weak-star to the equilibrium measure λ K,A on A as N → ∞ and
Proof. The proof follows using standard arguments as in [14] , [12, pp. 160-162] and [10] . The essential ingredients of the proof are the boundedness of the sequence (6.1) and existence and uniqueness of the equilibrium measure λ K,A .
In Figure 3 we show minimal K s -energy configurations for N = 32 points restricted to a Cassinian oval for various values of s with 0 < s < 1. A somewhat surprising result of these numerical experiments is that for fixed N and for s close to 1 − a rather large part of the Cassinian oval is free of points. (Note, that in the case s = 1, the support of the equilibrium measure λ s,A is A.) In Figure 4 we show minimal K Numerical experiments for a circle C centered at a > 0 with radius r (0 < r < a) suggest that for a fixed s, say s = 1/4, the equilibrium measure λ s,C is concentrated on a proper subset of C. (For what we can prove, see Example 3.5.) However, the equilibrium measure λ R s,C associated with the translate R + C converges weak-star to λ ∞ s,C as R → ∞ and we can show (see Lemma 5. 3) that λ ∞ s,C is the uniform measure on the circle C for all 0 < s < 1. This phenomenon that the support of λ R s,C seems to spread out as R → ∞ is illustrated by considering discrete minimal K s -energy points on the translate R + C for varying values of R. In Figure 5 we show minimal K s -energy configurations for N = 40 points restricted to translates R + C of the unit circle C centered at a = 1, where R = 10 k/2 (k = 0, 1, . . . , 5). Note that every compact subset of R 2 is 2-rectifiable. Also note that if A is a
In order to avoid complications, we require that A is in the interior of H + . In this case dim Γ(A) = 1 + dim A.
Using the properties of K s as given in Lemma 2.2 it follows that K s (z, w) = Ω(z, w)|z − w| 1−s , where Ω : A × A → R is continuous and positive. In the terminology of [4] then Ω is a CPD weight function on A (see [4] for the general definition of CPD weight function). Also, note that It was shown in [13] that C s,1 = 2 ζ(s), where ζ(s) is the classical Riemann zeta function. However, for other values of d, the constant C s,d is as yet unknown.
In the boundary case s = dim Γ(A) and for a 1-rectifiable set A an additional regularity condition is needed to prove a result analogous to Proposition 6.2. The following result is a corollary of Theorem 3 in [4] . We remark that a separation result like Proposition 6.9 can also be stated for
